
 

We want to design a landing trajectory that looks like
the following
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The initial conditions are fixed The final altitude and

velocities are also fixed The final range a flight time
are free Thus we have 7 boundary conditions

We will assume the position trajectories are cubic in time
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we can differentiate to get the velocity acceleration

profiles
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with these we can now write down the constraints

arising from boundary conditions
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There are 9 variables and 7 constraints hence two

degrees of freedom we want to minimize the net

acceleration
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The resulting optimization problem is
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This is a NLP The answer you get depends on

the initial guess

Does a global minima exist Is the WeierstrassThemSatisfied

How can we know if we're finding the global minima

Well we've already reduced the problem to a

function of two variables If we fix the flight time
T and the final range Xp then we can solve

a sequence of linear equations generate a

contour plot
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when we do this we see that the problem with

range a flight time free is actually ill posed in the
sense that the cost can be made arbitrarily close to

zero by letting Xp T 700 but zero cost cannot
be attained



A similar analysis shows that fixing the range
and letting the flight time be free does not correct
the issue The objective has info 0 as T oo

However snow solutions result in unrealistic trajectories

one approach that does work is to fix the flight
time and optimize the range Xp

Why are we running into these issues We did not

model the mass dynamics Hence the vehicle can fly
forever w o running out of fuel

while the use of splines polynomials is an easy

way to generate trajectories it must be done

with caution
The NLP solutions are sensitive to the initial guess
Global minima do not always exist

Resulting trajectories are not always realistic

Try using splines to solve a LEO transfer problem


